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Re: Employment Investigation Conclusion 

Dear Dr. Weiss: 

Mayo Clinic Health System - Eau Claire Hospital, Inc. recently initiated an employment investigation regarding 
your conduct. The May 6, 2021 letter you received indicated an evaluation would be conducted_of y _our recent 
actions in publishing and promoting a book, and whether those actions are consistent with our policies and · 
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privacy and the trust our patients place in us, and the state of your relationship with the organization. 

We have completed our investigation. The MCHS-NWWI Personnel Committee unanimously voted to 
terminate your employment pursuant to Section 14G of your December 26, 2001 employment agreement. 

Review of Corrective Action History 

In June 2013 you received a written warning following a patient complaint that you allowed a Med Ex student 
observe a pelvic exam. The patient was disturbed about the violation of her expressed wish for privacy and 
spoke of seeking compensation. The Committee issued a written warning and expressed significant concern 
about your lack of judgment. You were prohibited from working with Med Ex students going forward. 

In April 2016 you received a second written warning related to another patient complaint. The patient was 
upset with statements you made about a family member during a patient care visit. The complaint indicated 
you referred to the family member as intelligent and beautiful, and suggested you would ask her out for 
dinner. The Committee issued a written warning when more significant corrective action could have been 
taken. Si nificant concern was ex ressed about our continuin lack of judgment and insight into the 
inappropriateness of your conduct. The written warning made it clear that further instances of unacceptable 
behavior or judgment could result in termination of employment. 

In April 2020 you received a third written warning after yet another patient complaint. In this instance a 
patient was upset after reading an article you wrote in the Leader Telegram where you identified yourself as a 
Mayo-Eau Claire physician while expressing your opinions about COVID. The patient believed you were 
speaking as a Mayo representative on issues that a non-partisan organization should not be taking a political 
position on. The written warning included reference to a similar issue in 2019 and made it clear the use of the 
Mayo name and identification of yourself as a Mayo physician could not happen again and that a recurrence of 
this could result in termination. 

After reviewing your disciplinary history, the Committee concluded you demonstrated repeated poor 
judgment, a lack of insight into the significance of your actions, a blurring of boundaries between your 
personal interests and your role as a Mayo physician, and a disregard of policies about use of the Mayo name 
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and self-identification as a Mayo employee in connection with personal pursuits. The Committee also 

concluded the organization was lenient and could have taken more significant corrective action sooner. 

Review of Your Awareness of Relevant Policies and Expectations 

Our investigation included a review of your awareness of policies and expectations regarding the issues that 

prompted the investigation. The Committee noted in 2019 you wrote an opinion piece for the Leader 

Telegram identifying yourself as a Mayo physician in Eau Claire. There was no coordination or collaboration 

with Public Affairs before you submitted the opinion piece. While the organization could have taken corrective 

action against you it did not, instead relying on your ability to self-correct after receiving education on 

applicable policies and expectations. Compliance discussed the Publishing Policy with you at that time and 

additional direction was provided in October 2019 related to the use of Mayo resources when you attempted 

to solicit donations for the Free Clinic on the Mayo network. 

Public Affairs provided education and guidance in 2019 as well. Dan Lea emailed you in March 2019 making 

you aware of relevant policies including Political Activity, Publishing, and News Media. Mr. Lea also emailed 

you on April 9,2-01-9 indicating that going forward you should identify-yourself as an Altoona resident-and an 

internist in Eau Claire where you have practiced for 30 years. 

In the third written warning (April 2020) Mayo Clinic's Code of Conduct was brought to your attention 

regarding use of the Mayo name. Compliance provided direction to you in 2020 on issues related to the use of 

Mayo resources for personal causes (i.e. forming a criminal justice reform group), and in connection to a blog 

you published containing information about patients you had seen during the pandemic. Compliance made 

themselves available to you as a resource should you need assistance in the future. The Committee noted 

your education record showing previous compliance training addressing many of the issues that arose in 2019 

and 2020. 

The Committee concluded that you knew, or should have known, about the relevant policies, expectations, 

and resources available to you before promoting and publishing your book. 

Privacy, Compliance and Medical Industry Relations' Review 

A review of the book was conducted by Privacy, Compliance and Medical Industry Relations. The review 

concluded your actions violated the Publishing Policy as your book was not submitted for review. The book 

contained at least 14 Mayo references and 24 patient vignettes that are not allowed by policy. Had the book 

_ _ _ _  ..._b-ee...,ou.....Jl[Q.Qerly submitted for review it would not have been a roved for ublication as written. 

The review referred other issues to the Committee for consideration including that Mayo Clinic Confidential 

Business Information appeared in the book. We concluded you did not seek approval from relevant business 

owners to use the information even though previous compliance training/education and existing policies made 

it clear that approval was required. 

The review also referred issues related to your professionalism and judgment. Examples included your lack of 

full compliance with HIPAA Safe Harbor rules and failure to seek consultation with subject matter experts in 

advance of publishing the book; your book reference to asking patients about their political opinions during 

medical appointments; and the implications of your actions on the trust patients place in our institution to 

safeguard their personal information. 

Review of Your Relationship with Public Affairs and Public Affairs' Assessment 
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